
TOPICS

The restaurant

YOU WILL LEARN GRAMMAR

7.1 Tener ganas de (to look forward)  
 / Querer (want to) Necesitar (to 
 need) / Preferir (to prefer) +Noun
 Diphthong ‘EI’ pronunciation

7.2 Tener ganas de (to look   
 forward), Querer (want to),
 Necesitar (need to), Preferir 
 (to prefer) + verb
 Diphthong ‘EU’ pronunciation

7.3 Tener que (have to) / Deber
 (must) / Deberías (should)
 Diphthong ‘IE’ Pronunciation

7.4 Phrases to offer and to comment
 Diphthong ‘IU’ Pronunciation

7.5 Phrases. - At the restaurant
 Diphthongs ‘IO’, ‘UE’ 
 Pronunciation

7.6 Non-verbal communication
 Diphthongs ‘OI’, ‘UI’
 Pronunciation

7.7 Phrases. - At the taquería

To express and to ask about 
necessities, wishes, and preferences. 

To express and to ask about 
necessities, wishes, and preferences. 

To give and take suggestions of other 
people.

To make, accept, and to decline offers.

Order at a restaurant or a bar

To recognize and use the most popular 
ways of non-verbal communication of 
Latin America.

To order at a restaurant or a bar.

To express and ask about necessities,  
wishes, and preferences

To express and ask about necessities, 
wishes, and preferences

Give and take suggestions of other 
people

Make, accept, and to decline offers

To order at a restaurant or a bar.

Non-verbal ways of communication

To order at a restaurant or a bar.
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TOPICS

Personal Presentation

YOU WILL LEARN GRAMMAR

1.1    Personal Introduction
   Letter ‘A’ pronunciation

1.2    Alphabet and its sounds
   Letter ‘E’ pronunciation

1.3   Greetings and farewells
   Letter ‘I’ pronunciation

1.4    People and personal pronouns
    Letter ‘O’ pronunciation

1.5.1   Verbs ‘to be called’ and ‘to be’
   Verb ‘to be’
   Letter ‘U’ pronunciation

1.5.2   Apellidarse (to be named 
   ‘surname’) / ¿Cómo + llamarse 
    / apellidarse? (What is + (your) 
   name / last name?)
   How is it spelled?
   Diphthong ‘ia’ pronunciation

1.6.1   Numbers 
1.6.2   Age with the verb ‘tener’
   Diphthong ‘ai’ pronunciation

1.7.1   Countries and cities of origin
1.7.2   Nationalities
1.7.3   What nationality are you?
1.7.4      What language do you speak?
   Diphthong ‘au’ pronunciation

1.8.1   Professions and ocupations
1.8.2   Hobbies
   Diphthong ‘ei’ pronunciation

1.9.1   To affirm, ask, and deny
1.9.2   Confirm information
   Diphthong ‘eu’ pronunciation

1.10.   Pronouns: Tú, usted, ustedes 
    (you, you (formal) and you 
   (plural))
   Diphthong ‘ie’ pronunciation 

1.11.   Conjugation of regular verbs 
   pt. 1 

Names and sounds of the alphabet

Common greetings and farewells 
appropriate to different situations

Names and personal pronouns to refer 
to oneself and other people

To greet and say your name and other 
people’s names

To ask other people’s names and last 
names, and to write names and nouns.

Numbers from 0 to 100. To make and 
answer questions about someone’s age.

To ask about people’s country and/or 
city of origin.

To talk and ask about professions, 
ocupations, and hobbies

To express sentences, questions, and 
affirmative and negative answers. To 
confirm information in an affirmative and 
positive way

To address to a person or a group of 
people in a formal or informal way

You will learn to talk with regular verbs 
with -ar, -er, -ir endings

Alphabet

Phrases to greet and say good-bye

Personal Pronouns

To greet, verb ‘llamarse’ (to be called), 
and verb ‘ser’ (to be)

Verb ‘apellidarse’ (to be named ‘surname’)
¿Cómo + llamarse/apellidarse? (What is + 
your name/your last name?)
How do you spell + name/noun?

Numbers, verb ‘to have’, and interrogatives  
¿Cuántos? (how old…?) to ask 
someone’s age.

Interrogatives ¿de dónde…? (from 
where…?) and ¿de qué ciudad…? 
(from which city…?), gender and number 
of adjectives.. 

Review of the verb ‘ser’ (to be)
Structure of the question ‘¿a qué te/se 
dedica(s)?’ (what do you do for a living?)
Verb ‘gustar’ (to like)

Sentences, questions, and affirmative 
and negative answers. Confirmation to 
affirmative and negative sentences. 

 
Personal pronouns tú, usted, ustedes 
(you, you (formal) and you (plural))

Regular verbs -ar, -er, -ir
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9.1 Present and Future Conjugation 17
 Letter ‘R’ pronunciation 
 at the end

9.2.1 Direct Object
9.2.2 Direct Object Pronouns: lo 
 (it masculine), la (it femenine), los
 (them masculine), las (them 
 femenine)
9.2.3 Direct Object and Direct Object
 Pronouns: Me (me), Te (you  
 (informal), Nos (us)
9.2.4 Direct Object
9.2.5 Direct Object and Direct Object 
 Pronouns
 Letter ‘R’ Pronunciation at the
 beginning

9.3 Position of Direct Object
 Pronouns
 Letters ‘R’ and ‘RR’
 Pronunciations

9.4 Interrogatives with prepositions
 ‘por’ (by), ‘para’ (for) ¿Por qué?
 (why?) y ‘¿Para qué?’ (what for?)  
 Letter ‘Q’ Pronunciation

9.5 Phrases. - To value prices and
 more numbers
 Letter ‘LL’ Pronunciation

9.6 PHRASES. - Shopping at the
 market
 

TOPICS

Free time and plans

YOU WILL LEARN GRAMMAR

8.1 Future Conjugation 15
 Letter ‘H’ pronunciation

8.2 Plans- Verbs Pensar (to think),
  Ir (to go), Querer (to want) + 
 Infinitive
 Letter ‘CH’ pronunciation

8.3 Phrases. - Suggestions and 
 Invitations
 Letter ‘R’ Pronunciation between
 two vowels

8.4 Verbs gustar (to like) and 
 encantar (to love)
 Letter ‘R’ Pronunciation
 between vowel and consonant

 
8.5 Special Verbs Conjugations 16

8.6 Gustar (to like), part 2
 

To talk in future tense.

To express plans, projects, intentions 
and desires, your own and others, in the 
near or immediate future.

To do, accept and to decline a 
suggestion or invitation to go 
somewhere.

To express your taste in an affirmative 
and negative way.  
To ask and to answer about your own 
taste and other people’s taste.

To talk with special verbs.

To ask and to answer about your own 
taste and other people’s taste.
You will also express agreement and 
disagreement on other people’s taste.

Future tense

Plans…

Phrases. - Suggestions 
and Invitations

Verbs Gustar (to like)  
and Encantar (to love)

Verb Gustar (to like) - Part 2

Unit 8 Contents
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Food and Shopping

YOU WILL LEARN GRAMMAR

9.1 Present and Future Conjugation 17
 Letter ‘R’ pronunciation 
 at the end

9.2.1 Direct Object
9.2.2 Direct Object Pronouns: lo 
 (it masculine), la (it femenine), los
 (them masculine), las (them 
 femenine)
9.2.3 Direct Object and Direct Object
 Pronouns: Me (me), Te (you  
 (informal), Nos (us)
9.2.4 Direct Object
9.2.5 Direct Object and Direct Object 
 Pronouns
 Letter ‘R’ Pronunciation at the
 beginning

9.3 Position of Direct Object
 Pronouns
 Letters ‘R’ and ‘RR’
 Pronunciations

9.4 Interrogatives with prepositions
 ‘por’ (by), ‘para’ (for) ¿Por qué?
 (why?) y ‘¿Para qué?’ (what for?)  
 Letter ‘Q’ Pronunciation

9.5 Phrases. - To value prices and
 more numbers
 Letter ‘LL’ Pronunciation

9.6 PHRASES. - Shopping at the
 market
 

To talk in present and future tense.

To identify the direct object in those 
sentences that have them.

To comprehend the use and location of 
direct object pronouns that will replace 
nouns of things and objects.

To talk about your goals and to express 
reasons and ideas when answering 
interrogatives with ‘¿por qué?’ 
(why?) and ‘¿para qué?’ (what for?) 
prepositions.

To use up to 4-digit numbers, to answer 
and ask questions related to prices.  
You will learn positive and negative 
expressions to react to the prices.

To interact with the sellers at the 
supermarket.

Present and Future tense

Direct Objects and Pronouns

Pronouns position

¿Por qué? and ¿Para qué?

Explanation of numbers 
and to value prices

Phrases- 
The supermarket
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